UTS BUSINESS SCHOOL

EXECUTIVE
MBA
2016 TO 2018 COHORT

“I wanted an MBA I could
finish in 2 years while
I worked.
This is incredibly
demanding but I know
that if I can conquer
the EMBA I can
handle anything!”
Clare Ferguson, Class of 2014

THE EXECUTIVE MBA AT A GLANCE

24 MONTHS
PART-TIME
keep your career on track while you study

11 SUBJECTS
that span the key strategic decision-making
fields for every enterprise

COHORT BASED

CONSULTING
CAPSTONE

progress through the EMBA together as a
cohesive team

working on real world projects locally or with our
international partners

An Executive MBA
with a difference,
from a different
school of thought

UTS Business School’s Executive MBA program
redefined the MBA in Australia when it was launched
over a decade ago. Our rich heritage of innovation in
business leadership education continues with the current
program.
Designed for experienced, intelligent and ambitious
managers, the program builds your essential
capabilities, networks and confidence to take you to the
next level in your career. The Executive MBA facilitates
the transition from tactical to strategic roles in your
career.
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“The UTS EMBA is a program for experienced
mid-career managers looking to prepare
themselves for senior roles. The program is
selective, and designed to address the needs of
a small cohort of working executives looking for
a rich and engaging educational experience.
The program provides the intellectual frameworks
and tools required for senior positions and many
opportunities to apply these to real organisations.”
Associate Professor Peter McGraw
Director, Executive MBA Program
UTS Business School

Knowledge
with impact

UTS Business School, part of the University of
Technology Sydney, is recognised internationally
for innovative research and a practical and
integrative approach to business education that
prepares students for a world that demands more
than specialist expertise in a particular discipline.
Our graduates are ‘integrative thinkers’ who can
combine traditional business skills with those
from disciplines such as design and engineering to
meet the challenges faced in a globalised world.
UTS Business School consists of five academic
disciplines: Accounting, Economics, Finance,
Management and Marketing. Our professors take a
comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach – bringing
together skills and practical knowledge from diverse
fields – to tackle the critical problems faced by
businesses and other public and private organisations
today, and to teach you how to do the same.

Rankings
= 1st

in Australia for research in
Economics (2015 Excellence in
Research Australia)

= 4th

in Australia for research in
Commerce and Management (2015
Excellence in Research Australia)

9th

in Australia at 218 (up from 264) in
the 2015-2016 QS™ World University
Rankings

14th

in the World - QS™ Top 50 under
50 - those less than 50 years old, the
highest rank ever achieved by an
Australian university

21st

in the World - Times Higher

Top 100

QS™ World University Rankings
by Subject 2015 for Accounting
and Finance and Business and
Management Studies

5 Stars

Excellence in eight out of eight
categories of higher education by
QS™ for 2014-2016

Education top 100 universities under
50 years of age
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Guided by experts

Learn with our award-winning and
globally respected staff who bring a mix
of industry experience and academic
leadership to the class room.

Associate Professor
Peter McGraw

Associate Professor
Christine Burton

Peter is an award-winning academic and
teaches within the EMBA. He researches and
publishes in a variety of areas concerned with
leadership, management and human resource
management. Peter is the author of over 70
academic articles and book chapters as well as
three textbooks. He is a well-known consultant
and executive educator and has worked with
many large Australian and international
companies running programs in management,
leadership and change.

Christine has extensive academic and industry
experience in strategic and cultural planning
and public arts project management. Her
research focus has been around the impact
and evaluation of arts education and public arts
projects for both regional and local governments
in Great Britain and Australia. Christine was
awarded a Teaching and Learning Excellence
citation in 2010 for the Executive MBA program
and is a core member of the Cosmopolitan Civil
Societies Research Centre.

Director, Executive MBA
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Associate Dean (Education)

The Executive MBA

"Being half-way through my career I was looking for 4 things from
the EMBA: frameworks and theories that could help me reflect on
and realise the full value of what I have done to date; to gain new
knowledge on topics that stand between me and Senior Executive/
Director roles; provide thinking space and mentoring with academic
staff to help shape the second half of my career; and a single cohort
from which friendships and partnerships can deepen and develop.
So far these outcomes have been delivered in spades. I’m loving it!"
Tom Key, Change Director, ANZ Global Wealth

Learn what
you need
when you
need it

Structured
to suit the
busiest
executives

The Executive MBA consists
of 11 subjects – each
building on the capabilities
developed by the preceding
subject to ensure you have
the technical and strategic
knowledge required to make
key leadership decisions with
absolute confidence.

We understand the
demands facing ambitious
professionals.
The Executive MBA blends
traditional weekly evening
classes and weekend
intensive classes to make
your balancing act that
much easier.

Realitybased
rigour

Build on a mastery of
theoretical underpinnings
from traditional textbooks
and classes, with live cases
from real clients
Executive MBA projects
deliver knowledge with
impact and real value for our
partner organisations across
start-up, global and social
enterprise sectors.

Put your
experience
to work

If you have extensive
managerial experience but
no undergraduate degree,
talk to us about the Graduate
Certificate, which consists of
the first three subjects of the
Executive MBA.
On successful completion
of these you may be able to
upgrade to complete the full
Executive MBA.
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Our approach
to learning
Cohort model
The cohort model builds up strong relationships between
students as your group progress through the degree.
Drawing on the varied professional experiences from
across a range of industries and sectors, your fellow
students become a life-long network with both social and
business importance.

Blended learning
The course is taught using case studies, industry
projects, simulations and digital technology. This oncampus experience encapsulates collaborative learning
and networking with peers and industry experts,
problem-solving and integrated thinking.

Industry engagement
Business leaders, many of them Executive MBA alumni,
participate as guest lecturers throughout the program
and as mentors within the consulting projects. You will be
challenged as you form multi-disciplinary consultancies
to tackle the real, complex, business problems of our
industry partners.

State of the art campus and facilities
UTS has developed award-winning learning spaces that
provide an unprecedented opportunity to shape the future
of learning. Designed to support both informal and formal
learning experiences, these spaces provide opportunities
to collaborate, interact or relax.
Opened in 2015, the Frank Gehry Designed Dr Chau Chak
Wing Building provides one of the most exciting learning
environments in the world – an iconic building not only for
UTS Business School but for Australia.

Small and select group
Be part of a group of 25 to 30 ambitious and motivated
professionals where you are known and recognised
individually.
All students are interviewed as part of the cohort
selection process, ensuring quality and readiness for the
challenges of the program.

Subject
Overview

The UTS Executive MBA consists of eleven
integrated subjects that develop your strategic
capacity across key business decision-making
fields. After nine subjects you choose between the
Innovation and Entrepreneurship and the Global
Immersion Stream.

SUBJECT

STRATEGIC CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

WHEN

HOW

Integrative Strategy & Leadership

Personal leadership development,
strategic thinking, forming the cohort

July
2016

Intensive
(Residential)

Analytical Techniques for Decision
Making

Using data to solve problems and
enhance decision-making

Spring
2016

Weekly evening
classes

Managing People for High
Performance

Leading effectively and building high
performance organisations

Aug-Sep
2016

Intensive
classes

Managerial Economics

Efficient firms, markets and
socioeconomic 19 decision-making

Dec-Jan
2016-17

Intensive
classes

Strategic Marketing

Knowing and reaching your customer,
competitive advantage, market share

Autumn
2017

Weekly evening
classes

Strategic Value Chain Management Managing value chains efficiently

Apr-May
2017

Intensive
classes

Corporate Governance and the
Sustainable Enterprise

Key responsibilities and interactions with
all stakeholders in the enterprise

July 2017

Intensive
classes

Accounting for Value

Key accounting concepts and tools.
External value and internal performance

Spring
2017

Weekly evening
classes

Applied Corporate Finance

Understanding financial decisions,
investments and capital markets

Spring
2017

Weekly evening
classes

INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP STREAM
Innovation by Design

Contemporary thinking on innovation and
entrepreneurship

Nov-Dec
2017

Intensive
classes

Integrated Business Consulting

Bringing all your knowledge and
experience together to consult on a key
strategic problem for a client organisation

Spring
2018

Weekly evening
classes

Global Business Practice

Identifying and applying best practice
from around the world to a live business
problem

Nov-Dec
2017

Overseas field
trip

Global Integrated Business
Consulting

Working with international partners to
solve a global challenge, drawing on all
your knowledge and experience

Spring
2018

Weekly evening
classes

GLOBAL IMMERSION STREAM

For detailed dates and class timings please see our website: EMBA.uts.edu.au
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Our current students
and alumni
Our current cohorts
The 2015-2017 cohort commenced
with 27 students, from a range
of industries including banking
and finance, creative, retail,
health, education, manufacturing,
automotive and public sector.

22

34

56

female

male

EMBA
students

Current EMBA students include:
>> Business Practice Manager
>> Business Services Manger
>> Change Director
>> Chief Information Officer
>> Development Director
>> Executive Creative Director
>> Executive General Manager
>> Finance Manager
>> Financial Controller
>> Franchise Director

20

>> General Manager
>> General Manager Operations
>> Group Financial Controller

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

38

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

Average age:
years
With students spanning from 27 to 57 years

>> IT Manager
>> Manager - Application Services
>> Manager - Customer Programs
>> Manager - Information
Management
>> Marketing Manager
>> National Business Manager
>> Operations Manager
>> Paramedics Insurance and
Benefits Manager
>> Product Development Engineer
>> Program Manager
>> Senior Account Executive
>> Senior Business Analyst
>> Senior Executive
>> Senior Manager Growth and
Strategy
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EMBA Alumni
EMBA students join a prestigious club of
global thought leaders. Your predecessors
include:

>> 11 x CEOs, 5 x CFOs and 3 x COOs
>> 33 x Directors and 4 x Executive
Directors

22

female
>> 14 x Managing
Directors

>> 16 x General Managers

56

EMBA
students

34

male

Admission
requirements
The Executive MBA

How to apply

Eligible candidates will typically have an
undergraduate degree combined with
significant management experience. If you
have other qualifications and very extensive
managerial experience but no undergraduate
degree, you may be eligible to enrol in the
Graduate Certificate in Executive Business
Administration. The Graduate Certificate
(EMBA) consists of the first three subjects of
the Executive MBA. On successful completion
of the Graduate Certificate at a credit average
level you can articulate to complete the full
Executive MBA.

You can apply online via the UTS website at
EMBA.uts.edu.au
Online applications for commencement in July
2016 close 31 May.
Students in the Executive MBA are not granted
exemptions for any prior studies.
For information on eligibility and how to apply
please email ExecutiveMBA@uts.edu.au

Applicants will be required to attend an
interview as part of the admission process.
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